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Dordt adds five
to faculty

New Computer network links campus
By Brady Fopma
Staff Reporter
There are two things you
can count. on in life--death
and taxes. Well. I'd like to add
a third. Some will argue that
it's the uncanny
ability of
Gerry Mouw to keep her infamous candy jar filled, others
that
the Commons'
Zesty
Hotdish will be immortalized
forever. I, on the other hand,
argue that as soon as one
learns how to use a computer
system efficiently. it changes.
Through
the acquisition
of
101 new computers
during
the past summer, Computer
Services has developed a new
student
network, hoping to
aid in student computing efficiency, and establish a standard interface
for faculty,
staff, and students alike. This
new Novell network replaces
the text-based
Unix system
with a graphical Windows 95
environment.

According to Computer
Services Assistant/Student
Supervisor Liam Starkenburg,
"With this summer's purchase
of 101 new computers designated for students. Computer
Services is, working hard to
increase
the
computing
opportunities
of the student
body. Many computers were
replaced with faster ones, and
over 60 Windows
stations
were added. The new network
is much easier to use accord-

I

tng to most of the students
who have shared their comments. Although it can be
slow at busy times of the day.
an upgrade is planned to double the system's speed in the
next few weeks."
Some key features of the
system include the ability for
students to save files and documents on a networked hard
drive instead of the the sometimes cumbersome

tem and

Unix sys-

often faulty floppy

t..

Senior Brent Bruinsma takes advantage of new computer network
(photo by Sean Gregg)

Brian Bosscher and Covenant
Lead Praise Rally at Dordt
by Trlcia S. Van Ee
Staff Reporter
Music
and
prayer
filled
the
B.J.
Haan
Auditorium
as
Youth
Unlimited director Brian
Bosscher of Grand Rapids,
Michigan,
and
local
Christian
praise
band
Covenant led a praise rally
on Sunday, September 13.
The crowd was comprised
of mostly high school students,
along with some
Dordt students and members of the community.
The service.
which
began at 8:00 p.m.. lasted
for over two hours and
began with praise songs
led
by
Bosscher
and
Covenant. They kicked off
the evening with "Mighty
Savior"
and
proceeded
with similar songs. Tara
Van Zanten, a sophomore

at Western Christian High
School, soloed on three
songs, _ including "On My
Knees",.
by
popular
Christian
artist
Jaci
Velasquez.
The evening was part
of a publicity
tour for
Youth
Unlimited.
the
Christian
Reformed
Church's
youth ministry.
The
three
area
Youth
Unlimited Leagues in the
area sponsored the event
and
encouraged
high
school students
from the
tri-state area to attend.
For part of the service,
teens
from
area
churches
talked
about
their SERVE, SWIM, and
Convention
experiences,
and the Youth Unlimited
Convention
video
was
shown to encourage high
school students to attend
the 1999 Convention
at

UCLA.
The evening continued with more praise and
worship songs as well as
times for those in attendance to pray individually
and
in
small
groups.
Bosscher
and Covenant
ended
the service with
"Alleluia. He is Coming"
and invitation for anyone
to stay and pray afterwards.
"It was a good experience. Most of your week is
normal,
but
this
was
refreshing."
said
Brent
Nibbelink,
a local high
school senior.
D 0 r d t
sophomore
Br-andle
Ochsner
commented.
"It
was a good time to focus
on God and bond together
as a Christian community.
I'm sure that a lot of heart
change should come out of
it."

disk.
Netscape
Messenger
replaces the text-based
Elm
for e-mail capabilities,
and
WordPerfect Suite 8 supersedes WordPerfect for Unix;
An additional
improvement is the abolishment
of
printout
punch cards. The
system keeps track of each
student's
printer
balance
($5.00 at the beginning of the
year) and automatically
subtracts money from their printer accounts for each laser and
Inkjet printout used. Yes, this
means that if you print out
459,382 web pages from the
Internet, the system will know
who you
are
this
year.
Technology will continue to
improve, while some of us still
play
catch-.9p.
Computer
Services is betting, however,
that the new network will provide the necessary power and
flexibility for students to work
more quickly, efficiently, and
effectively. It sure beats death
and taxes.

Not everyone in attendance was in agreement
about
_the
experience.
Junior Sam Gutierrez said,
"I'm used to deeper worship. The songs were a little cheesy. The lyrics aren't
very deep if you listen to
them. A lot of college people left, because it was a
little too htgh-schoolish.
But. if the target age group
was high school students,
they
hit
the
mark."
Freshman
Luke Shannon
had a similar perspective:
"I still don't like Brian
Bosscher,
but you gotta
respect
what
the man
does."
In spite
of these
points of view, many people offered comments similar to freshman
Brenda
Elenbaas's
exclamation
following the service: "It
was
so awesome!
You
could feel God's spirit moving through each person
here. I don't want to come
down from this spiritual
high."
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by sean Gregg
Co-Editor-in-chief

Lieschen Hoeksema
News Editor
Dordt has five new faculty members this
year. These new professors have backgrounds
as varied as their specialties, Several of the
group are replacing retired professors, while
others are filling in for full time professors on
leave for various reasons.
Anthony Dykema-Vander
Ark joins the
English department as a substitute for James
Schaap, who is on a one year leave of absence.
Vander Ark, who is a Calvin graduate. earned
his Ph.D. this summer from Michigan State
University. He likes to focus on ethnic American
literature and will be teaching introductory
English courses this fall. Vander Ark will teach
a contemporary novels class in the spring.
Jude Fernando is new in the business
administration
department. He is an assistant
professor of economics. Fernando hails from
Sri-Lanka
where he graduated
from the
University of Peradeniya. He earned both his
M.S. and Ph.D. from the University
of
Pennsylvania. Fernando is teaching courses in
macro economics,
third-world
development.
and labor economics.
Christopher Rehn will also be teaching in
the business administration
department.
He
earned a J.D. from Cornell Law School and an
M.B.A. from Eastern College in Pennsylvania.
Rehn is teaching management, marketing. and
business law courses.
Keith Sewell is new to the Dordt history
department.
Sewell holds a Ph.D. in philosophy
from Deakin University, Australia, his
native land. He will teach western civilization
as well as courses in 19th and 20th century
European history.
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Campolo fights for your
right to party!

Cam polo's stories encourage passion
by Galen Boerema

Staff Reporter

their
material
things,
leave
their old lives
behind, and go
into the world to
be disciples
of
Christ,"
said
Campolo.
Campolo
was witty and
animated,
and
his myriad
of
anecdotes
and
stories kept the
audience entertained
and
attentive.
His
call
for
Christians
to
"party for God."
was
especially
well-received by
young and old
alike. However,
his humor did
not
encumber

by Grant Elgersma

Staff Reporter

Staley lecturer Tony Campolo
capped off his lecture series on
Dr. Tony Campolo's final lecture in the BJ Haan auditorium
Thursday evening, September 10,
reminded students of the reward for accepting and acting upon
with "Celebrating the Kingdom of
many of the challenges the speaker highlighted on previous
God on Earth."
occasions. The final Staley lecture for Dordt College occurred
This lecture dealt with being
last Thursday evening and put the call to kingdom service into
alive and vibrant for God in a dead
focus.
and dying world.
He felt that
Following in the tradition of the Staley Lectures, Campolo's
Christians often are passive and
message was aimed at students. Many of Campolo's presentaapathetic, caving in to a materialistions urged students to serve the kingdom by setting aside the
tic world that teaches that the only
desires of selfish-fulfillment and mere happiness. The general
way to happiness is to accumulate
thrust of the first lectures hung on the premise that the life of a
more possessions. He called for a
Christian is one of sacrifice and commitment. Campolo called for
refocusing of priorities, with people
"kids" to take a year off after graduation to work in the inner city
becoming more concerned
with
or to become involved in foreign missions. By doing this,
helping one another than competCampolo reasoned, students will get a sense of the type of love
ing with each other to see who can
Christ requires of His followers. Spending time with people who
get the most objects.
have real needs and hurts will give Christians a perspective on
The
theory
of
Francis
how they can be used by God in the work of the Kingdom.
Fukayami that democratic capital-_
Campolo showed a genuine desire to sway students from a
ism is the "Last Great Idea" was
focus on self. He appealed to the youthful energy and ambitious
also
discussed.
Cam polo
idealism of students anxious to discover their role in society. But
vehemently
disagreed
with this
Dr. Tony Campolo
he pleaded that students would not leave Christian colleges like
view, saying that this theory only
Dordt only to fall into the comfortable trappings of "the system."
perpetrated the myth that material
Campolo's call to be counter-cultural
was based on the realizathings will make people happy; he
tion that we are to be servants of Christ in the world, without
contended that It merely produces
conforming to its sinful ways.
more "stuff ~ fulfilling our greed.
After establishing the call for Christians to be actively
i I
Welcome Back eotlege Students!
I
He offered an alternative, outlining
engaged in the work of the Kingdom on earth, Campolo's final
I
As a Special Fall Savings Ken and Sara will be
God's vision
for "service,
love,
message put the tasks of the Kingdom into focus. "What will the
offering $6.00 haircuts + Tax (style not inc)
sacrifice and joy," He warned the
kingdom of heaven be like?" he asked. At his direction and
audience against conforming to a
encouragement, the crowd responded charismatically: "A party!"
Leah Schoonhoven -owner/stylist
Call Today for an
system that specializes in deadenThe final lecture presented the message of service and comPat Fedders -stylist
Appointment!
ing our passion for God. "Don't be
mitment within a context of joy and celebration. The work of
Keri Van Schepen -stylist
realistic," he said, "be dreamers for
Christian service is in essence the task of bringing people to the
sara
Bynes -stylist
God." We should not be afraid to be
party, to the feast that God has prepared, Campolo suggested.
Dordt Student J.D. required
111
alive, to dream and to believe that
By framing the Christian task as an Invitation to a celebration,
i
SavingsEndsOct. 1, 1998
~
t
we
can
make
a
difference.
~ .-==~-T---'----~~-~---.-'-~"~-~-~--------_·_----r=:=.-==..-_ Campolo succeeded in expressing the joy of service and chalChristians
are called to give up
lenged students to live out the vision set before them.
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The Diamond is published by students of Dordt
College to present and discuss events on campus and beyond. Any letters, comments, or
opinions are welcome. Contributions must be
s~gned and received before 4:00 pm the Monday
before publication
to be printed in that
issue. Send contributions
to:
Diamond
Dordt College
Sioux Center, IA 51250
opinions expressed are not necessarily the
view of the Diamond or of Dordt College, but
represents the views of individual writers.
The Diamond reserves the right to edit or
refuse publication of any contribution.

722-3400
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Meet a new man on campus
New resident director seeks to help students
adjust to college life
by Lynette
Bakker
Staff Reporter
In addttion
to
the
400+
new
freshmen
roaming campus
this
semester. there
are two new
New RD, Justin Te Brake
resident directors wandering
about.
One of them is Justin Te Brake. He is 23 years
old and hails from West Central Minnesota. Justin
has a degree in recreation from Cal... well, that
other college in Michigan. He can be seen driving
around in his Chevy pickup truck, or perhaps in
his residence in North Hall. Justin enjoys sports,
working with his hands on wood projects and his

favorite food is steak.
Justin's favorite scripture passage is Romans
8:38-39, which says: "For I am convinced that neither death nor life. neither angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any powers,
neither height nor depth, nor anything else. in all
creation, will be able to separate us from the love of
God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord." (NIV)"
He likes these verses because of the awesomeness of the fact that nothing can separate us from
God, and he takes comfort in that fact.
Justin became an RD because he enjoys working with college-age students. He realizes that this
can be a tough time in a person's life and wants to
help students with their transition into college life.
His particular position is new this year. He is the
supervisor of North, East and West Halls, as well as
the 16 resident assistants that live in those halls.
He is also on the Student Activities Committee.
which organizes events and programs to entertain
students.
The other resident director will be featured in
the next issue,

Freshman class largest ever
enrolled at Cordt
Some follow parents while
others seek to get away from
home

Building a Covenant:
New dorm unfinished as students move in
by Andrew Steers
Staff Reporter
The school year at Dordt opened with a new
twist. The doors of Covenant Hall stood open, ready
to receive sophomores and juniors. This was not a
surprise. Most students watched the construction
at the east end of campus throughout the last
school year. The surprise came when students discovered, upon moving into Covenant, that it was
still not completed.
Students have had to deal with cold showers,
construction
noise and incomplete
downstairs
facilities. Of course, much of this is to be expected
if you are, in the words of Maintenance Director
Stan Oordt. "trying to complete a 14 to 16-month
building in 12 months." Grven this shortened
timetable, it is amazing what the maintenance and
construction personnel have done to get students
into the building this fall. We are assured that they
continue their efforts to complete the building by
the new deadline of October I,
What remains to be finished in the newly commissioned Covenant Hall? The downstairs recreation room, television room, classroom, vending
machine room and study room all need to be completed. Oordt also tells me that the air conditioning
system needs to be fine-tuned, the sprinkler systerns in the bathrooms need to be perfected and the
window fittings need to be upgraded. There are also
many other little projects that are part of moving
into any new building. However, the worst is

Freshmen enjoy a sunny afternoon, after a meal in the
Commons.
(Photo by Travis Bonnema)

by Jen Hoogeveen
Staff Reporter
behind us,
showers.
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This year's freshman
class is the biggest it has
ever been with 462 students, 71 more students
than last year's freshman
class. Freshman
students
numbering 404 come from
the US, 52 are from Canada
and 6 international
students are attending Dordt
for the first year.
With so many students, Dordt had to do
some shuffling and thinking about how to allow for
the large number of people.
All the courses are full. All
the way up to Freshman
Orientation.
Dordt
was
watching
everything very
closely, trying to find additional part-time professors
to teach.
Housing was also a bit
of a problem to fit all of the
freshmen into North and
East Halls. Therefore, some
are living in West Hall,
which is usually reserved

for sophomores.
This year's freshmen
were attracted to Dordt in
several
ways.
Melissa
Hofman
of Manhattan,
Montana,
a social work
major, said that the campus visit day impressed her.
She had heard of Dcrdt
because her mom attended.
Mike Hoekstra,
from
Orange City, Iowa, wanted
a Christian
college
to
attend and heard of it from
a sister that stayed here.
Jamie
Sybesma,
an
ac co u n ti ng / bus i n es s
administration major, from
Wendell, ID, found out
about Dordt from family as
well, and made the decision
because
of Dordt's good
academic
program
and
Christian environment.
Kevin
Vreman
of
Chatham, Ontario, an electrical engineering
major,
heard about Dordt from the
high school he attended
and wanted to go here to
get away from normal home
settings.
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President Clinton repents
by Sarah Walsh
Columnist
Tony Campolo spoke about
President Clinton while he was
on campus, raising our awareness to the President's abandonment by his friends. He spoke of
Clinton out of a deep love and
compassion, and reminded the
listeners that Clinton is just like
us with an abundance of faults
as well as gifts and talents.
The latest on the President
is that he publicly acknowledged
his sin and asked for forgiveness
last Friday morning at the Prayer
breakfast. Dordt students joke
about sending President Clinton
a Dordt sweatshirt,
and then
have second
thoughts
about
whether or not we would like him
to wear a sweatshirt that says
Dordt College on it. Most students
would agree
that
we
should be cautious in believing
his confession and request for
forgiveness. at the very least.
This disillusionment and disgust
is understandable
since the
President does not have a reputation as an honest man as of
late.
Before Dr. Campolo came to
campus, I was inwardly rejoicing
at the
difficulties
President
Clinton was facing. I was not disturbed in the slightest that his
friends were deserting him left
and right, or by his possible
impeachment.
Dr.
Campolo
raised some valid issues, and
after much reflection, my attitude has changed. I'm coming
more and "more to the opinion
that the President stands more in
need of our forgiveness and grace

than a condemnation.
Of course. there are consequences when we sin, and it is
quite possible that the President
could be impeached.
If the
Christian community responds
to Clinton with suspicion, it is
fair to wonder how we would
respond to a plea of forgiveness
from a member of the student
body. There doesn't seem to be
much reason to believe that this
student would be treated differently.
Something is wrong. We are
called to forgive seventy times
seven. I've begun to wonder if the
urtforgtvtng attitude we .show is
Biblical or cultural. God's heart
breaks when God hears us talkirig like this about each other
and the President.
God is described
in the
Bible as a God full of grace,
abounding in love and compassion. God forgives those who
conie to him in true repentance
regardless of past sins, while still
making them deal with the consequences. God envelops us all
in a warm embrace as dearly
loved children of the Most High
God. We're all children of God.
Yes, even President Clinton is a
child of God.
The only way God relates to
us is through grace. It permeates
God's dealings
with us. We
couldn't even pray to God if it
were not for his grace. It seems
strange
then, that the same
grace we receive in abundance
from the Lord, we find easy to
withhold from each other and
especially from the leader of this
country.

Television at
its best
by Grant Elgersma
Staff Reporter
Don't read another editorial
about these mixed up times and
the role Bill Clinton has played in
destroying the moral fabric of our
society. Put the tissues away! I
won't put you through one more
of those. Life is too sweet to
spend on opinions about something that I have no opinion
about. I was once like you, a

•

morally-inclined
critic. low in
spirits and bogged down in the
mess that has become the presidency. But that was before I.took
on a whole new way of thinking.
With this new perspective, I
have been able to avoid any passionate feelings for or against the
president.
I have resisted the
urge to get caught up in the
accusations or predlcttons about
who's to blame or what might
occur next. Instead, r passively
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Tonight:
East Campus/Southview
9:00 pm

roommate

game

Friday
Pops Concert
6:30 BJ Haan Auditorium
Amistad
8:30 also in the BJ Haan

Saturday:
Sandy Hollow Day
Women's soccer vs. Park
12 noon
Men's soccer vs. Park
2:00 p.m.
Amistad
7:00, 9:30 in C160

Sunday:
Faculty Poetry Reading
9:00 p.m. in C160
GIFT service
8:00 p.m. in the BJ Haan
Speaker Erik Hoekstra on the topic of calling
sit back, enjoying the twists and
turns of the greatest show in the
history of television journalism.
It's great!
No matter what channel I
choose. it's the same story. I can
hear the opinions of average
Americans on CBS or turn to the
experts on NBC. If I want to know
the dirt on Monica Lewinski, I'll
just tune into Hard Copy. For
comic relief, I'll flip over to one of
the late night shows.
The Clinton scandal is the
answer
to all my televisionwatching needs. The Kenneth
Starr report provides the attraction of graphic sexual content in
the style of a smutty novel while

news commentators balance out
the sensationalistic
aspects of
the story with objective analysis
about broader political and historical implications. Finally, here
is a soap opera I'm not ashamed
to watch!
Clinton himself has proven
to be an intriguing character
with an uncanny ability to speak
words that seem to have no
meaning whatsoever. Though it
would seem his cover has' been
blown, he continues to persevere. Despite overwhelming odds,
he
displays
superhuman
strength and unbelievable stamina. In the back of my mi~d is the
fact that he has escaped political

ruin before. I can't help but root
for him just a little bit.
This story holds me in a
tight grip of suspense. I am held
fast by the hope that some kind
of closure. a bit of analysis or a
commentary maybe, will be able
to make sense of what is happening. Perhaps. in the middle of
a channel-changing
frenzy, I will
stumble
upon
someone
who
knows the significance of these
events. That person will face the
camera and. making sense of it
all, give away the entire ending.
Maybe then I could stop watching. Maybe then I could form an
opinion.

•
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Canadian, Eh?
by Heidi Kooiman
Staff Reporter
There sure are a lot of Canadians out and about
around Dordt College, eh? Don't get me wrong. I have
nothing against Canadians. in fact I am one myself, but
there is one question that has been puzzling me since I
stepped onto campus: why are Canadians,
generally,
more patriotic here at Dordt than they are on their home
turf?
Canadian flags, t-shtrts. and even some graffiti out-

This is Sean Gregg. and I am co-editing the Diamond with Cheryl Wierda. We
never got to introduce ourselves last year,
so I would like to take a little time to
explain what we hope to do with the
Diamond this year.
The Diamond is the school's newspaper, which means we will cover events
and issues that occur on campus or relate
to Dordt College. You might see that as a
simple ta~k: see news and report it. I
want to explain what lies behind reporting the news.
This summer
as I was flipping

r

First select
the classic
diamond
solitaire.
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side the commons, are strewn all over this campus
announcing
Canadian heritage. Yet in Canada, it is
almost rare to see these announcements
of Canadian citizenship.
It is different when it comes to Americans.
Within their own country and outside their country,
wherever they are, they take an air of patriotism.
Americans are always proud to be Americans.
Maybe the reason Canadians are so patriotic here,
as opposed to their own country, is because they have to
defend the very definition of Canada: not the USA. As we
were all taught somewhere along the line, you cannot
define something by what it is not. It is like saying blue
is blue because it's not. black. There always seems to be

Giving glory to God alone
by Sean Gregg
Co Editor -in-chief
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this anti-American attitude hanging above Canada. Some
Canadians couldn't care less about their own country as
long as it's not compared to the country south of them.
Maybe a defensive attitude is the one to blame for all this
pro-Canadian assertion going on around campus.
I'm not saying that it's a problem that Canadians
are more patriotic here. To the Canadians: hang your
nags, sing your anthem, complain about the exchange
rate and feel free to say "eh" as many times as you want,
just make sure that you bring this pride of your heritage
back to Canada where it needs this sense of self-assertion in its nationality.

Love the sinner, hate the sin

through the channels, I found a show
that dealt with living frugally and being
environmentally-friendly.
As I expected, I
saw many people that had a new age perspective. I was impressed with their concern for the environment. but I was not at
all impressed by the thinking behind their
actions.
Then,
Dr. Cal DeWitt,
a
Christian,
began to speak of how we
should care for the earth.
I was struck by the difference in the
two views. Both DeWitt and the new-agers
saw a need to care for the environment.
Those with the new age background
wanted to become one with nature, but
DeWittwanted to serve the God of all ere··
atlon by ruling over the earth and subdu...ing it in a way that would
glortfy God.
That
is
what
the
Diamond
needs to do this
year. We need to do our best
at reporting the news. We do
this not to serve the god of
newspapers, but to serve the
God of all creation who rules
over every aspect of our
lives, even working on a
newspaper.
It is easy for us to go to
church on Sunday and go to
class the rest of the week,
forgetting
that God rules
over both aspects
of our
lives. We don't want to forget
that God rules over every
square inch of his creation,
including what we do with
the Diamond.
There are certain aspects
of newspaper
production,
like
picas
and
column
width, for which there are
no gutdeltnes in the Bible.
We are told to be good stew- .
ards of everything that God
has given us, and we are
told to do everything to the
glory of God. We will strive
to do our best to complete
every task that exists in production of the Diamond with
one goal in mind: giving
glory to God alone.

by Robert Reitsma
Columnist
Last
week,
the
office
of the
Independent Council released the
Starr
report, containing almost 500 pages of
incriminating evidence against President
Clinton. The report went into great detail
and included some very explicit, lurid sexual material. Now, Congress has to decide
if the U.S. government
should
begin
impeachment proceedings.
So, knowing all of this, how should
the Christian community respond? Should
we turn our backs and scold the President
for his wron,ifUoings? I think not. I really
enjoyed Dr. Tony Campolo's speech last
Thursday, especially when he informed his
audience that he was going to Washington
to meet with the President directly after his
speech.
He made some very good points
about how Christians, of all people, should

be coming to the
aid of President Clinton.
We should be the ones upholding him in
his time of need.
This is certainly not to say that what
Clinton did was morally right by any standard.
He has admitted that on several
occasions.
He knows that he has sinned
and is actively seeking forgiveness.
If we
follow Christ's own example, we can realize
that we must love the sinner, but hate the
sin. Of course, that could be considered a
trite solution, but that simple statement
carries a lot of weight.
I think that Christians often forget
that God loves all of His children, even
when they sin. We have all sinned, and yet
we often take the time to judge our neighbors. I know I am guilty. So, while this
whole impeachment
process
is being
played out, remember that the President
needs the support of Christians now more
than ever. Love the sinner, hate the sin.
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Students lead
in worship
by Jon Postma
Layout Editor
For most students at Dordt the
question is not "Where are the worship
opportunities?" but "Which one should
I choose?" Praise and Worship and the
GIFT add two more choices to your ltst.
Both of these worship opportunities are student-led.
Each provide
their own unique style in helping students remain focused on God in the
midst of studying.

Growing In Faith Together
Every other Sunday students
gather in the B1 Haan Auditorium to
worship
at GIFT. The purpose
of
Growing In Faith Together is to promote
a sense of community through worship.
Sam Gutierrez. student coordinator, describes GIFT as a worship atmosphere without boundaries.
"GIFT is
not a church," according to Gutierrez,
"which allows us to do things that
churches can't."
Drama,
praise
time,
group

17, 1998

prayers, invited speakers. or not having a speaker at all characterize GIFT
worship times.
An overarching theme to the GIFT
this year will be to "break down the
walls." nus focus Will take two forms
during the year. The first form is to break

to give students
a mid-week break
from their studies.
"Reflecting on their time at Dordt,
graduates say Praise and Worship was
a significant part of their week," says
campus pastor Don Draayer.
. This opportunity has been well
used by students. Many pack themselves into the lounge level of the SUB
to spend an hour singing a variety of
september 20
praise songs.
Focus on calling: what it
Leah Vander Kooi, coordinator of
Praise and Worship, says its appeal
means; how we seek it
comes when "students can drop their
Guest speakerErik Hoeksba
homework and leave
everything
at
the
when
they
down the walls between each other. UWe door
want people to get real- with each other
come to Praise and
Worship."
spiritually," Gutierrez says. This comes
"What is really
through prayer and being honest with
impressive
about
each other. The second form is breaking
these two opportudown the walls between us and God.
nities is that they are
student-organized,
"
Praise and Worship
Praise and Worship,
held on
Pastor Draayer
says.
'These programs are running
Wednesday nights at 9:30 is designed
because students want them to."

UPCOMING GIFT

Bible studies
& prayer groups
by Susan Vandermeer
FeatUres Editor
Church on Sunday and chapel twice a
week if you want. Sure Dordt College is spiritual. It's a Christian campus after all, right?
Church and chapel are great opportunities and are open for all students and faculty to
take advantage of. But Dordt College is interested in going beyond that, not just through
the college-based programs, but through the
numerous students who feel that they want
more opportunities to worship on campus.
Covenant groups are a popular v:ay to
become part of a Bible Study atmosphere.
Led
by a peer, these groups consist of seven or eight
students who gather once a week to study the
Bible. parts of the Bible, or books on specific.
challenging Christian topics. Really, it is up to
the group to decided what they want to study.
when they want to meet and how they want to
seize this opportunity.
Why are they called
Covenant groups and not just Bible studies?
"At the beginning, members of each group
"covenant" that they will attend and participate
as part of their group. "said Julia Van Oord.
She is heading up the Covenant Groups this
year and has been busily working at advertising
their existence and forming groups. At a recent
GIFT. a sign-up was available for those interested in becoming part of one. Approximately
170 students signed up. a significant rise in
interest from previous years. More leaders were
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needed because of this. "God is so awesome,"
said Van Oord. "It all worked out so good and
we have enough leaders now."
This is not a new idea on campus.
Covenant groups have been going on for some
time now.
One group, led by Nathan Te
Winkel, is going into its third year together. "It
puts me on a good note for the rest of the
week," said junior Tieneke Doornenbal, who
has been part of this particular group since
the start. They are easy to join arid are challenging in your Christian walk.
Campus
Pastor Don Draayer really encourages participation in this because "it is a basis for your
entire time at Dordt, setting the stage for spiritual growth, both for students personally and
as a part of the Dordt community."
Another Bible study opportunity is the
Temple Guardians. which takes place in the
basement of the Intentional Living Duplex. As
part of the group increasing an awareness on
healthy living, this Bible study began as a
result of the need for a healthy spiritual life.
Their theme verse, 1 Corinthians 6: 19, speaks
to the need for healthy living in all aspects of
one's life. "Bible Studies are definitely a great
place to meet people as well as really study
what is in the Word," commented junior Sarah
Eppinger,
who
heads
up
the
Temple
Guardians along with Debra Tol, Angie De
Roos. and Rebecca Bahls. Although the attendance to the first meeting was poor, the group
encourages everyone to come' out on Tuesday
nights for this great opportunity.

The existence of prayer groups
on campus is very prominent as well. On
various mornings and evenings. students
gather just to pray about various concerns.
including those that are significant to Dordt. In
addition to these meetings is the prayer chain, a
campus
wide e-mail prayer
request
list.
Students who want or need prayer should just
e-mail prayer@dordt.edu and their request will
be added to a list of many others. Nathan Te
Winkel, who organizes this with Brian Koning,
said, "It gives students the opportunity to have
prayer requests in front of them and the option of
printing them off. Students can even pray light
there by their computers. ~ Although it is not set
up light now. watch the Today for further details.
Need to be spiritually challenged?
If
chapel and church just aren't enough for you,
these were just a few more opportunities
to
grow in your walk.
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Carry the Cross
by Matthew McNatt

Staff Reporter
Christians
were recently
challenged
by Staley Lecturer
Tony Campolo to help the suffering around the world-from those
homeless in Sioux Falls to those
starving in Haiti. Helping the less
fortunate. I was reminded by the
lecturer. is part of our call to take
up the cross and follow Christ.
But what does it mean to take up
that cross?
Arthur Bleesttt, a 57-year old
from Florida, took Christ's call literally in 1969 and has since carried a 12-foot-high cross to every
nation on earth. According to a
recent
press
release
from
Ecumenical News International.
Blessttt finished the last leg of his
journey
in North
Korea on
September- I , 1998.

t'

In the course of Blessitt's pilgrimage. for which he covered 32,
580 miles in 277 countries. island
groups
and
territories,
Billy
Graham walked with him. Pope
John Paul II welcomed him to
Rom e . and
------------Yasser
Arafat
welcomed
him
to Beirut,
Blessitt
faced
many
challenges during .hts walk,

Guinness Book of Records for the
"world's longest walk," but he
gives the credit to God: "Jesus
did it! And 'tr is all for the glory of
God. Denise and I are but simple
servant followers of Jesus."
And,
believe, so are
the
students
and faculty at
Dordt.
students and faculty who have
•••
yet to be seen
(at least during
my
stay
at
Oordt) hauling
l2-foot-high
crosses to and
from classes.
Perhaps we lack stamina, or perhaps we are just disobedient to
Christ's call. Or, as I would prefer to belie,!e, have we realized

We can look past
our own struggles
with the cross of

Ch rlS
•t

an d
reach out to help
with others' personal burdens.

including a firing squad, 24
arrests
and
travels through
49 countries at
war.
After a
marriage
to Denise in 1990,
Blessttt has been accompanied by
his wife on all of his walks. He
has already been listed in the

that carrying the true cross of
Christ-acting as His witnesses in
everything we do-is every bit as
difficult as Blessitt's task.
Few students
have yet to
learn that carrying Christ's cross
by living obediently is a tough
task,
but
many-including
myself-eould occasionally use a
reminder to do so. For the next
two weeks. then, as we go from
class to class, we can work to
merge our minds'
image of
Blessitt with our eyes' picture of
our peers: we can see one another as fellow bearers of the cross.
Then, perhaps, we can look past
our own struggles with the cross
of Christ-whose yolk is easy and
whose burden is light-and reach
out to help with others' personal
burdens. realizlrtg .that those burdens are, indeed, part of the cross
we are called to bear.
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Men's soccer
marred by
early season
stabbings
by Ross Groen
Staff Reporter
The Defenders opened their
season at home against The
University of Mary on August 29,
just one short week after the
team had been formed. The men
roared out to a 3-0 lead with 2
goals from Jon Peltser and one
from Paul Mortlock. Dordt came
out flat in the second half. and
Mary went on a tear, scoring four
goals in the last 30 minutes to
hand the defenders their first
loss. 4-3.
Buena Vista visited Dordt for
the first time on September 2.
Pelster established two goals per
game as his pace for the year, as
he put two more in. Mortlock and
Richard De Jong each scored as
the Defenders won the match 4-2.
On Monday, the 7th, the
men traveled to Des Moines to
play Grandview.
Peltser again
netted two and MorUock kicked
in another as the Defenders won
the contest 3-2.
The Defenders took to the
field against Nebraska Wesleyan
last Saturday. Wesleyan took a 2o lead early in the second half.
Troy Ten Napel scored one on an
acrobatic throw-in with a few
minutes left but it was too little
too late and the defenders lost, 21, dropping the season record to
2-2.
Six starters returned to this
year's team, in addition to many
exciting, new players. The captains of this year's squad are
Lamont Bos, D.J. Draayer, and
Arlan Vander Woude.
In addition,
seniors
Levi
Faber. Steven Gerritsma,
Willy
Venant and Pelster are all out for
one last year on the big green.
Juniors
Brett Hendricks,
Jeff
Memmelaar and Troy Ten Nape!
are all out to play on this year's
team. Sophomores Doug Gorter
and De Jong came out for their
second year, while Mortlock is
out
for
his
first
season.
Freshmen
Beau Bosma, Ryan
Visser and Chris Wassenaar, all
from Unity; Mike Eekhoff from
Western: Eric Scgaar. a graduate
of Ripon Christian and Ben Bieri
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Women's soccer seeks to continue
success, combine experience and youth
by Burger and Pat Zondervan
Staff Reporters
Increased
speed,
more
desire, hard work, and a focus on
teamwork will lead the Dordt
women's soccer team to a great
year.
Now~ let's meet your 1998
Dordt Women's
soccer team.
Returning
seniors
this
year
include Heather Williams, MVP
of last year's team, and Hannah
Chrf.stoffela.
Heading
up the
juniors are Kelli Holwerda, team
defensive player of the year last
season; Sheila Jansma and Erin
Staal,
returning
mid-field
starters; Teresa Kuiper, a start-

ing fullback and Becky De Vries
make for a very experienced
junior class. Katie Gaskill, the
team's most valuable offensive'
player and one-time NAIA player
of the week, is joined by returning starters Kristin Zomermaand
as goalie; Heather Broekhuis and
Sarah Vriend as mid-fielders and
fullback Heide Broekhuis.
The team has been blessed
by a strong
freshman
class
inclutling
starter
mid-fielder
Jackie
White,
Kim
Van
Grontngen.
Jill Starkenburg,
Rebecca Schelhaas. Liz Dykstra,
Sara Addtnk. Karen Vreeman.
and Merry Van Heukelem. Coach
Jeanie Elgersma feels good about

her freshman players. She says
they bring great speed and are
making the transition from high
school
to college very well.
Although most of the team's
reserves are freshman, Elgersma
feels that any player can step in
and contribute.
The team as a whole is
starting to gel as they work harder to improve and gain on last
year's play. Elgersma claims that
if the team wants to win, they
will. Right now the team is working and playing hard in order to
win. She is optimistic that they
will have a strong showing in
league this year and should
advance
in the post-season.

However, the road to victory will
not be easy. There are many
tough games that lie ahead and
they have already played some
quality teams.
University of Mary. Aug. 29
Dordt lost a heart-breaker
1-0 to a tough University of Mary
team. As you may recall, this was
the same team that Dordt lost to
in a shoot-out to end their 1997
season. Mary scored early and
Dordt failed to come back.
Buena Vista, Sept. 2
Dordt blew out Buena Vista,
a team that could not handle
Dordt's punishing defense or its
offensive onslaught,
as Dordt
sailed
to
an
8-0
victory.
Nebraska Wesleyan, Sept; 4
Dordt
traveled
into the
cornfields of Nebraska and came
up short losing 2-1 to a tough
Nebraska Wesleyan team. The
game was extremely close with
Williams scoring the only goal for
the Defenders. Dordt lost a close
one to Wesleyan last year 3-2,
but could not get their revenge.
Friends. Sept. 5
Dordt played again the next
day, this time coming away with
a 1-0 victory over Friends.
Jansma scored the only Defender
goal of the game. The score was
close, but Dordt was dominant
the entire game and just failed to
put the ball in the net.
Editor's Note:
The
ladies
took
on
Northwestern
on
Saturday.
Dordt took the 2-1 win behind
goals from Starkenburg
and
Jansma.
Tuesday the Lady Defenders
were on the road in Sioux Falls.
They came out on top in a defensive battle, 1-0. Dykstra provided
the offense with her first goal.

Heather Williams Ieads the women's soccer team from last year's outstanding season into hopes
of continued success this year. The squad is blessed with experienced upperclassmen and promising freshman.
(File photo)

from Berthoud, Colorado all join
the team this year.
Dordt lost several quality
players from last year's squad.
Center Erik "Sonny" Van Riessen
and stopper
Amos Doornbos
graduated, while others. including honorable
mention
AllAmerican
goalkeeper
Chris
Muller, did not return.
Coach
Bill Elgersma
is

assisted this year by Dordt's alltime leading scorer, Chris Hull.
Coach Elgersma reports that this
year's team has a lot of skill and
potential. However. he cites lack
of experience
as the biggest
obstacle, with a lot of players
stabbing at the ball instead of
playing solid defense. However,
this will change as the season
progresses.

The Defenders will be exciting to watch this year with
Pelster already scoring 6 goals
and MortIock 3. The men take on
Park's
nationally
recognized
men's side at home this Saturday
at 2:00, so they'll need your support. Bring your couches and
pots and pans and come out and
make some noise for your team.

Editors Note:
The
Defenders
matched
against the University of Sioux
Falls Tuesday in Sioux Falls.
Willie Venant and Richard De
Jong provided the one-two scoring punch for the Defenders.
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Women's volleyball undefeated early in season
by Jesse Groen
Sports Editor
Seasoned veterans and talented
freshmen characterize the 1998 Lady
Defenders volleybalf team. Second year
head coach Tom Vanden Bosch is hoping that mixture will lead to success.
The varsity squad is made up of five
freshmen, two sophomores, two juniors
and two seniors.
The two seniors and team captains
are Mindy Boogerd and Janna Van
Donge. Both are returning after excellent seasons
last year for Dor-dt.
Boogerd had 419 kills, 476 digs and a
service percentage of 96.3. She was
also 94 percent on serve reception, to
lead the team. Van Donge made 344
kills last season and had 314 back row
digs.

Nationally

ranked

Lady Defenders

in action.

(File photo)

Setter Kim (Van Kley) Van Dyken is

and experience has worked well for the
Lady Defenders, giving them a record of
8-0. Here's the details:
DonIt-3, Dakota~Vui.Etsity
0
In its flrst match of the season,
Dordt came out strong. handing SDIC
rival DWU a handy 3-0 loss. Dordt took
the match in sets of 15-6, 15-11 and 153.
Van Dyken tossed up 31 assists.
while Van Donge added 13 of Dordt's 35
kills. Netz collected 9 of 27 blocks at the
net and Boogerd contributed 13 of 38
digs.
Dordt goes 4-0 in Northwestern
Red
Raider Classic
Dordt's next .outing was equally as
successful
as its first. The Lady
Defenders went undefeated in the Red
Raider Classic hosted by Northwestern
College,
beating
teams
nationally
ranked. On Friday, Dordt defeated St.
Ambrose and Bellevue. Saturday's victories came over Newman and Doane.
Dordt 3. Northwestern
2
In a match that typified the started
rivalry between these two Northwest
Iowa colleges, Dordt came away with

the 3-2 upset of #25 in the nation,
Northwestern. Dordt jumped out to an
early two games to none lead with
scores of 15":13 and 1~-4. Northwestern
then rallied back to take games 3 and 4,
10-15 and 11-15. Dordt took the rubber
game of the match 15-12 to take home
bragging rights. These two teams will
match
up again at the De Witt
Gymnasium
as
part of Parent's
Weekend festivities.
Dordt 3, Briar Cliff 1
Dordt's first-ever volleyball game
in
the
newly-named
De
Witt
Gymnasium, (see sports editorial). was
a success. The ladies took the homeopener in games of 1}J-5, 15-10, 14-16,
15-5 in front of a large and supportive
crowd.
Editor's Note:
The Lady Def~nders kept their
undefeated record Tuesday night with a
3 games to none win over SDIC rival
University of Sioux Falls.
The women's next play will come
this weekend as part of the Graceland
College Tournament in Lamoni, Iowa.

Off and Running!

Tabitha
Vander Wilt placed
fifth,
Loralee Bykerk took ninth and Lisa
Canncgtctcr
finished tenth. Van De
Griend, the team leader this year,
improved her time over last year's,
despite the very hot and humid conditions.
The men's team also ran very well.
They took second place with 42 points
to Buena Vista's 30 points. The top five
runners
for
Dordt
were
Jeff
Summerhays
in first (winning for the
third year in a row), Jon Vander Kooy
placed fifth, Marlin Hoogland took
ninth, Eric Vander Kooy finished 12th.

and Jon Dekkers took 15th. The most
Improved times [rom last year came
from Hoogland, Ben Groenewold and
Darin Arkema.
The team's second meet took place
at Creighton University in Omaha, NE.
Both the men's and women's teams
took third place. In the women's divisian, the top 5 runners
were Van
Wyngarden in fifth, Van De Griend took
eighth,
Vander
Wilt placed
15th,
Bykerk took l Sth.und Julie Huizenga
was 19th.
Continued on page 11

Dordt's cross country team this
year is off to a running start! They ran
their first meet, the Dordt Invitational,
on Friday, September 4. The women
placed first with 23 points over Buena
Vista's 32 points.
The top 5 runners were Becky Van
De Griend in first, with Suzy Van
Wyngarden right behind her in second.

Newness all around
by Jesse Groen
Sports Editor

back after a year off from the program.
She is in her third year of eligibility and
already has set the school record for
assists with 3183. She is certainly welcomed back to the team for the 1998
season. Alyssa Van't Hul, the other
returning junior. also had a good campaign last year, highlighted by 319 kills.
Karen Netz. a force to be reckoned
with in the middle, and Laura Vander
Pol, a back row specialist, return as the
only sophomores on the team,
The rest of the varsity is made up
of the frutts of Vanden Bosch's recruiting labor. Darci Bouma. a two-time
Iowa player of the year and the winner
of the 1997 Miss Volleyball award in
Iowa, comes to Dordt from Orange City
and Unity Christian.
Bouma's Unity
teammate AJ. Poppema. from Hospers,
Iowa. also comes to Dordt as an outside
hitter and setter. Carol Welander, from
Montevideo, Minnesota; Liz Eekhoff a
Western
Christian
stand-out
from
Sanborn, Iowa and Shawna Stewart of
Loveland, Colorado round out the varsity squad.
So far this combination of youth

by Jocelyn Van Beek
Staff Reporter
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Believe it or not, another new school
year is upon us. With that new school comes
a new season of athletics. This year, more
than the season 15 new, as 'there are many
changes surroundlng Dordt College athlelJcll.
The first, and of course, most Important,
change ts right here in your DIamond.
The
previous sports editor has graduated
leaving
quite a large hole. The proverbial torch has
been passed on to me to cany the Diamond
sports pages into the 1998-99 school year. It
is this charge that has led me to make some
changes.
First of all. besides the usual extensive
coverage the Diamond provides, we will be
including a sports editorial. This not only
provides a forum for sports issues. but also
allows readers a voice. I will be writing the
editorial dealing with a variety of topics related to Dordt College athletics. In the upcoming
issues. look for editorial topics such as
s~
and the Importance of sports
in- die college setting. Also, if there are issues
you would like to see addressed. send them
to us via e-mail at 'jssgm' or 'diamond'.
The other new feature on the Diamond
sports pages will be in-depth articles that
cover areas outside of the games themselves.
These include notable performances. records
set or extraordinary contributions to Dordt
College athletics. You'll see stories on topics
ranging from the Defender Gold Club to historic Dordt teams of the past.
The Diamond's sports page are not alone
in innovation and change. The new volleyball
uniforms
proudly display the redesigned
Dordt logo with the D_C and cross intermingled. Those uniforms will be seen in the newly
named De Witt Gymnasium. The Dordt gym
had remained nameless for years until the
Board of Trustees decided to honor the generous support of Dordt by Bill and Martha De
Witt of zeeland.
Michigan. Among others.
their contribution to the Recreation Center
project got it off paper and into reality, benefiting Dordt and the community.
The other major change in Dordt College
athletics cornea on the KDCR web page.
Through that page, access Is avallable to the
Dordt College Sports Informatlon page. This
is the mastermind
of Sports Infonnation
Director Corey Westra and has a comprehensive. up-to-date listing of schedules. results
and summaries of past games. It is a masterpiece to those who want to follow Dordt athletics closely. The page contains everything
you need to know, and even some' things you
don't. Check it out!
With all these changes, it sure Is easy for
this editor to look forward to another exciting
year of sports. Stay tuned to the Diamond to
see how it turns out!
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Amistad to Land on Campus:
Promises to Captivate Audience
By Danlelle Kamps
Staff Reporter

addition, the storyline continues
to move along climaxing in a
great courtroom scene. Not to
give too much away. but the ending is incredibly powerful and
really examines how justice is
more than legalities but more
about doing what is right.
There are several great performances in this film including
Djimon
Hounsou
(Cinque),
Matthew
McConaughey
(the
Baldwin), and

Have nothing to do this
weekend?
Check out a great
movie playing on campus this
weekend. Amistad. It is the story
of a group of African slaves who
take over their slave ship in 1839
but get stranded off the coast of
New
York.
. Trying to gain
their
freedom
and go back to------------lawyer
Mrica,

they'

must make their
way through the
American court
system
and
eventually go to
the
Supreme
Court.
A Ith 0 ugh
the fiurn's opening
sequences
are very violent,
the rest of the
film
is
fairly
tame. There is
one
flashback
sequence where

became

Freeman

abo lit
Joadson).

ion i s t
Anthony

d

Maskil ...
Unashamed
Reliance on
God:
This ain't no
closet
Christian
band

Amistad is a
great

t

S

a

slave. In this flashback there are
all the brutal realities of slavery,
and none of them are comforting.
However, besides this. there is
very little else which is objectionable.
One of the best aspects of
the film is its stirring score and
music. integrating a lush orchestra and native African sounds. In

ory.

Maskil's CD,

"Moments of
Clarity" is " a
representation
of [the band's]
lives in the
Christian experience"

moments of clarity

by. Mitch Beaumont
Hopkins received an
Academy
Award
Staff Reporter
nomination
for his
Maskil.. .tt's not exactly the
role as John QUincy
Adams. Just for fun, typical word you would hear in
keep your eyes open everyday life, let alone in a music
...
c
lor
a
cameo
by review for a newspaper. Well, this
retired Justice Hany isn't your ordinary band either.
A. Blackmun (see if
Maskil is a Hebrew word
you can figure out that--ltterallY'l11eans. "contemplawho he plays in the tive psalm." And that is precisely
film).
what- their music is, contemplaor unashamed
Critics
com- tive psalms,
plained
that
the reliance of God. Now, when you
film's major problem
hear the wo!d psalm. you probais its historical inac- bly think praise and worship, or
curacies. They are something
totally boring, and
correct. So. when uninteresting.
That's
what
you go and see the film this makes Maskil the out of the ordiweekend, remember that this is nary band that they are. Their
not a documentary.
However. music is no where near boring,
although it might not be great but it has a touch of praise and
history. Amistad is a great story.
worship, with an upbeat feel to it,
Amistad plays this weekend.
The lyrics that this little known
both Friday night and Saturday
band produces are both thought
night, at 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
provoking
and
scripturally
strong.
This band is unashamedly

not a oeumentary
However

the Afrtean leader,
Cinque.
remembers how

he

Morgan

Remember [
that this I'S
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Christian. Many Christian bands
claim to glorify God in their
music, and some do, but there
are a good number of bands that
make no reference to God or
Jesus; thus, what's the difference between them and secular

This Band is
unashamedly
Christian
bands?
Maskil
unabashedly
prays, and cries out to God,
something
quite refreshing
in
today's
world
of
"c1osetChristian" music. With this feeling of unabashed
reliance on
God, comes a message from this

band that is so needed in our
culture and society of sickening,
blasphemous
music.
Maskil
openly
states
through
their
music that God can and will take
- care of you and your needs, but
most importantly, that God will
always be there, His love is
unfailing.
I found Maskil quite refreshing. even from some of the music
that I normally listen to. I listen
to nothing but Christian music,
and unfortunately some of those
bands carefully step around the
message
of Christ. Maskil is
quite a discovery in the world of
Christian music. Although many
people, including you the reader,
don't seem to like Christian
music because it is "cheesy" or
just plain stupid, Maskil may
change your mind. or begin to
convince
you
otherwise.
Contemplative psalms may not
be 'your thing', but give Maskil a
try, I think you'll be pleasantly
surprised.

Dordt Music Department Holds Numerous Events: Concerts and Recitals Abound
by Andrea Voogt
Staff Reporter
Another year is beginning at Dordt,
and, as usual.
many interesting
and
enjoyable music events are going on in the
B J Haan this fall,
September 11" 1998, was the annual
Honors Recital, featurmg the winners of
the named scholarships from last spring.
The concert featured
freshman
Chad
Meeuwse, recipient of the Minnie J. Dahm
Organ Education Scholarship, on organ;
mezzo soprano
Dana Ralston, also a
freshman
and recipient of the Joe J.
Dahm
Music Scholarship;
freshman
Danielle Vander Linden. recipient of the
Joe J. Dahm Music Scholarship,
on
organ; freshman Dawn wtelenga.
recipi-

ent of the Rmgerwole Piano Scholarship, ;
freshman Erika Van Den Hul, recipient of
the .Joe J. Dahm Music Scholarship, on
violin; senior Denise Postma, .rectptent of
the Minnie J. Dahm Organ Education
Scholarship,
mezzo
soprano
Holli
Nunnikhoven, sophomore and recipient of
the
Jack
Grotenhuis
Memorial
Scholarship; and sophomore Jennifer Van
Den Hul, recipient of the Minnie J. Dahm
Organ Education Scholarship.
On September
16, 1998. classical
guitarist David Burgess performed a free
concert in the B. J. Haan auditorium. An
International Guitar Competition winner.
he performed music of Spain and Latin
America.
The annual Pops Concert will be held
on September 18, 1998. The Pops Concert

is part of a night organized by the Student
Activity Committee which will also include
movie trivia, pop and popcorn, and a
showing of the movie Amistad.
The
Concert Band and Chamber Orchestra
will be performing. The members of the
band and orchestra win be having a dressup contest in which each instrumental
section will dress up as characters from a
,particular movie. The Concert Band will
be performing Ben Hur:
Charioteers,
Jurassic
Park, M!ssion:
Impossible,
Batman, and Star Wars Medley. Chamber
Orchestra will be performing Evita: "Don't
Cry for Me....., Greasel, Titanic, and Lord
of the Dance.
On October 9 at 7:30 pm there will be
a department music recital. featuring the
Faire Alre wmds. The Faire Aire Winds is

a quartet
of Dordt faculty members.
Included in the group are Loretta Thomas
on bassoon, Diana Cherry on the flute,
Berta Graham on the oboe, and Karen
DeMol on clarinet. Last year, the group
toured throughout the Midwest while Dr.
DeMol took a semester off. On October 9th
they will also perform a few pieces with
Julie Hulstein on french horn and Lisa
Duitman on piano. Hulstein is also a
Dordt faculty member, and Duttman is a
faculty member at Northwestern College
in Orange City and the wife of Dordt's
Henry Duttman, music director for the
Concert Band and Chamber Orchestra.
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Sy Ellens: Now in Dordt's gallery
AllIson DeJong
Staff Reporter
"I want to make the person's day a little better for having seen my paintings.
I
want them to go on uplifted." This statement is how Sy Ellens expresses his goals for
his work. And he is truly able to
fulfill them wtth his bright dashes of color and realistic landscapes.
Sy Ellens' work is being
exhibited in the Dordt art gallery
in the B.J. Haan Auditorium until October 15. Most of his pieces are paintings, but
there are a few sculptures '01-8 well. Ellen's paintings are striking to look at, from his
largest painting of a cattle drive to the tiny and incredibly detailed postage-stamp sized
representations
of mountains, forests, and other landscapes.
Mr. Ellens paints scenes from his childhood, which is when he first began to notice
and admire the incredible variety God has placed in nature. He has also traveled extensively, and has spent· time teaching in Nigeria and China. These experiences have

inspired much of his artwork.
Ellen's use of color is eye-catching and very effective. He uses bright slashes of
orange. portrays blue trees against yellow foothills, uses touches of red and green in a
winter landscape. and brings out the almost hidden purples. pinks, and yellows highlighting a deep brown tree trunk.
Even the casual viewer will be impressed. but those who look more carefully and
spend a few extra moments in intense gazing will be able to search
out the meaning hidden in Ellen's artwork. If you visited the exhibit, take notice of "Summer in the City," "Fragile," and especially
"Shenandoah Valley." They are all examples of meaning beneath the
surface.
Most of the paintings are for sale, with 25 percent of the proceeds going to Dordt College. So if you have any money left over after paying for tuition
and books, add one of Sy Ellens' paintings to your collection.

Ellen's paintings are striking to
look at...
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$15 or $7.50 for past participants
The trained martial arts instructors will begin with
basic one move techniques for self-defense and
proceed to guide participants into three-move
techniques. Also taught will be joint manipulation,
pressure point control tactics, knife defense, and sexual
harassment and rape prevention. 'Participants should
wear comfortable clothes and bring a sack lunch.
For more information, or to register, contact
Community Education at 722-3035.
'See your Dordt coupon booklet for $1 off*
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CCM hinders effective witness: Should we be watching Z tv?
by Justin Westerhof
Staff Reporter
With the introduction
of
cable access to me, I have been
watching more television.
This has been good and
bad. While CNN is keeping me
informed, zrv is really making
me unsatisfied
with Christian
Contemporary music.
In Cam polo's last lecture, he
mentioned the necessity of being
real Christians.
However, much
of the music and the accompanying videos do not show real

Christianity. full of struggle and
doubt.
Many, I will not say ail, of
the lyrics are lifeless, and subject
to the "I love Jesus syndrome."
In this contagious disease, the
writer tells only the basics of
Christianity and the teachings of
Christ.
The ministry of these
bands is only focused on those
that know these things.
In
essence, they preach to the saved
and feed the fat. Their circulation and distribution
of these
albums go to stores like True
Vine,
stores
where
only

Christians shop.
What
would
be better,
would be to have challenging
lyrics that are true to the faith.
Lyrics that hold fast to the
human experience in the faith
would serve as a more effective
ministry to those who don't know
Christ.
At the same time, they
would make Christians
think
and grow about
their faith,
instead of being bombarded by
the thought-numbing
basics of
CCM.
Ideally, this would breed
deeper, wide-eyed
Christians,

who know more because they've
questioned
more.
These
Christians
would, in turn, be
more
effective
as witnesses
because
they
have
thought
through the struggles of the faith
and be able to relate to those that
have those same struggles.
In the New Testament,
Jesus said to go and tell. CCM
hinders this witness by making
superficial Christians that have
the firm conviction that Jesus
died for them. But what about
further than that?

Continued from page 9
The top five runners for the
men were Jeff Summerhays
in
third, Jon Vander Kooy with
fourth, Groenewold took l Sth.
Eric Vander Kooy placed 19th
and Peter Simmons took 20th
place.
The men's cross country
team this year consists of 14
members. The returning runners
are senior
Simmons;
juniors
Arkema,
Summerhays,
Eric
Vander Kooy and Jon Vander
Kooy; sophomores
Groenewold,
Dale Herredsberg, Hoogland, Ron
Kingma, Nathaniel Kok and Jon
Schaap.
There are three new freshmen runners, all from Northwest
Iowa. They are Jim Dekkers, Jon
Dekkers and Greg Van Dyke. The
women's team this year consists
of 10 members. The returning
runners
are
seniors
Cathy
Palmer, Sarah Pluim and Van De
Griend; junior
Huizenga,
and
sophomores
Canncgreter
and
Vander Wilt. There are 4 new
freshmen
runners
on
the
women's team this year. They are
Bykerk, Rachelle Vander Ploeg,
Amanda Vander Wilt and Van
Wyngarden.
Last year, both the men's
and women's teams took second
place in their division, so we hope
they do that good or better this
year, also. Since last year, both
teams lost their second and third
runners, but Coach Goheen still
has confidence that they will do
well this year. He says, "We're
going to be in contention for the
championship for both.the men's
and women's teams, I hope, It
will probably depend on how the
freshmen
materialize,
and if
Sarah
Pluim
gets
over her
injuries so that she can run."
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Seeds
by Emily Hutten

Staff Reporter
Farming is life for many
families and communities. Being
students in rural Iowa it would
be impossible for us to ignore
this. Life seems to circle around
the success of the crops and a
good prtce on the markets. As
farmers harvest this year's crop.
they work with the hope that
they will profit from their labors.
Farmers
in Sub-Sahara
Africa also struggle to profit from
their labors. Farmers. the majority of which are women, work
only five acres of land to feed.
clothe. educate, and provide an
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of hope for Africa

income for their families. Almost
half of these people are living on
less then $1 a day, and 215 million are without adequate food.
How it must grieve these
farmers to work so hard and still
not have enough to even feed
their families. Their visions for
thriving communities
are hindered-not by their lack of ability
or resources.
but inadequate
fmancial support.
SEEDS of HOPE for AFRICA
wants to help these small-scale
farmers and rural communities.
A bill that is presently being considered by the Senate and House
of Representatives.
SEEDS of
HOPE for Africa, will bring agn-

cultural
development
aid to
small-scale farmers and rural
communities. Aid will be used to
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How should we serve the poor
and oppressed in Nicaragua?
by Fred Van Geest
of Political Science

ural resources and by contributing to political and economic systems that facilitate this exploitation.
This past summer I went on
So how do serve
our
a service trip to Nicaragua. I soon
Nicaraguan neighbors? Perhaps
realized that there is much that
through greater use of cooperaneeds to be done in Nicaragua,
to meet even the most basic of tives, letter writing, establishing
socially just procurement polihuman needs. Many people have
cies, etc. However, while such
listened to my accounts of sweatactivities are worthwhile, and
shop labor, hunger. disease and
make a difference, they are inadenvironmental
destruction
and
Foreign and economic
ask what can be done about it. _ equate.
The problems seem so overwhelming. distant. and unconnected .to us. I admit that as
troubled
as
I am
about
Nicaragua's problems, I fmd it
easier to occupy myself with
more immediate activities. Yet,
there are reasons for immediate
concern as well as some very
important things that can be
done.
The first reason for concern is that a U.S. economic
embargo
and
U.S. funded
rebels devastated Nicaragua in
policies must change; our questhe 1980s. In the wake of this
tions to elected officials must
devastation, Nicaragua has been
change. We need to ask about
largely abandoned by the United
States in the 1990s. Because of our complicity in policies that
force young women to slave in
America's destructive
interfersweatshops making our clothes
ence, we are obligated to pick up
without enough compensation to
the pieces.
eat three meals a day.
The second reason is as
I believe that we can serve
destructive:
economic interdeNicaraguans
by
promoting
pendence.
Nicaragua remains
change
in our
support
of
tied to America through products
exploitative political and ecoyou and I purchase from companomic structures.
This summer
nies that exploit human and natProfessor

finance rural families through
loans, co-op programs, and marketing associations. Money will
be used for research and services
that focus on the small-scale
farmers (especially women] and
crops that are suited for their
areas. The food security fund for
Africa will be replenished. Local
communities can benefit from
this bill.
SEEDS
of HOPE is an
opportunity for us as well. We
can speak for these farmers.
Bread for the World, a Christian
lobbying movement seeking justice for the world's hungry people, asks us to write letters to our
representatives
urging them to

I was connected with an organization called Witness for Peace
which organizes trips throughout
Central America to listen to people, experience the living conditions first hand, and think about
the broad problematic economic
and social policies. The people of
Nicaragua want to tell their stories to people in the North so we
can change our political and economic policies toward them.
That is how we can better serve
the poor. And it does make a
difference.
For the. past couple of
years, students
from this
campus
have traveled
to
Nicaragua. This is a fantastic
opportunity to see first hand
what is going on there and to
communicate it to others.
I
would strongly recommend it.
I would also urge travelers to
Nicaragua to study the situa- .
tion, to ask lots of questions
and listen hard while they are
there. In fact, I would urge those
going to make the experience
part of their academic education.
I invite students who are interested, to consider doing an individual
studies
project
on
Nicaragua.
Dordt College is all
about service and learning-the
two
are
meant
to
go
together-they are not separate
activities. We can learn through
service and serve through learning. Drop me a line if you are
interested.

Nicaragua has been
largely abandon by
the United States In
the 1990's.

support this bill.
Over the past ten years aid
for agriculture development from
this country has decreased by
more then 75%. Can we let this
country's policies serve our greed
rather than the hungry and the
poor? This is an opportunity for
us to challenge the structures.
that widen the gap between rich
and poor. We can write in order
that the work of these farmers
might bring them food, income,
and thriving communities.

Come to the SUB today
and write a letter in support of Seeds of Hope.

The man with no limbs
and the girl standing
next to him
by Suzi Goudzwaard

Staff Reporter
Bombay, India. City of 18
million people second largest
city in the world. Most of its
residents live in one of the
many ugly, crowded, putrid
slums, in make shift shelters
that huddle up against the
curb of the road, on a section
of platform at the railway station. Most people in Bombay
live in poverty.
At Gatkopur station lives
a man with no limbs. No arms.
No legs.
Only a trunk and
head. He lies there at the station on a little scooter with
four wheels-probably given to
him by his begging master. I'm
quite sure that he has a begging master-anyone
with no
limbs at all could be a profitable employee. His begging
master also gave him a little
can for people to put coins
into. The limbless man must
get a lot of coins-he looks so
pathetic,
just
lying there
unable to move, yelling at people,
pleading
for money,
watching
for
prospective
givers. As I passed, I looked
back over my shoulder-he
hadn't seen me. White person

in a crowd of brown. What
luck.
No harassment.
He
looked like a freak with only a
trunk and head. Circus sideshow. Little knots of skin were
tied where the arms and legs
should have been.
A fourwheeled platform is his home.
Some kids were hanging
out around the limbless man.
Dirty, scrawny, brown little
bodies. Looking for business
men, women with handbags,
someone with money or pity.
One spotted my brown hair
and white skin and came running up to me. holding out her
filthy palm. She tapped my
arm and pulled my clothes.
"Eek rupee," she said. I had
the coins she asked for, but
they were at the bottom of my
bag. Heads turned and hundreds of eyes stared at me and
the girl. They wouldn't give
coins to a clingy beggar kid.
Did I want to stand out more
than I had to?
I closed my eyes, then
opened them to look over her
head and down the tracks for
my train. When it came, I
squeezed on. She went back to
the man with no limbs and
waited for a more compassionate victim.

